Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy
Please see these examples of Covid-19 signage. The items enclosed are meant to serve as a guide. Precise wording and other general layout features can be adjusted, while still adhering to Harvard's overall design standards.

For pricing and ordering, please contact

Alyson Magnant at DGI-Invisuals
101 Billerica Ave, Bldg 6 North Billerica, MA 01862
Email: amagnant@dgi-invisuals.com
Direct Line: 781-565-4251
Mobile: 508-250-5848
WINDOW DECALS

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

Don’t have a mask?
Please see the receptionist

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

BTW-WD-2A
Don’t Have Mask
Size: 8”x10”

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

Please check in at the front desk

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

BTW-WD-2B
Please Check In
Size: 8”x10”

BTW-WD-2F
Wear Mask Icon
Size: 8”x8”

Please wear a face covering
www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

Don’t have a mask?
Please see the receptionist.

Let’s keep Harvard Healthy

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

PLEASE WEAR A FACE COVERING
RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

PLEASE REMEMBER

KEEP YOUR WORK AREA CLEAN

WASH YOUR HANDS OFTEN

STAY HOME IF YOU ARE SICK

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

Please Remember
Size: 31.5”x89.5”
SAFETY TIPS & PREVENTION

- Please Remember to wash your hands for 20 seconds
- Do Not Touch Your Face: eyes, mouth, nose
- Use Soap or Hand Sanitizer
- Do Not Touch The Front Part of Your Face
- Keep Safe Distance from Other People
- Use Face Covering
- Stay At Home If Possible
- Do Not Travel Unless Necessary

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus
TABLE TENT CARDS & STICKERS

- **BTW-TT-5A**
  - Wipe Surface
  - Size: 5”x19” Finished: 5”x7”

- **BTW-TT-5B**
  - Touch Free Zone
  - Size: 5”x19” Finished: 5”x7”

- **BTW-TT-5C**
  - Touch Free Zone
  - Please use a Siri / Alexa device to enable your Zoom call.
  - Please clean/disinfect surfaces when finished

- **BTW-TT-5D**
  - Wear Mask
  - Size: 5”x19” Finished: 5”x7”

- **BTW-TT-5E**
  - Wear a Face Covering
  - Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy
  - Please clean/disinfect surfaces when finished

- **BTW-TT-5F**
  - Please wear a Face Covering
  - www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

- **BTW-TT-5G**
  - Please wear a Face Covering
  - Zoom call
  - Let’s keep Harvard Healthy

- **BTW-TT-5H**
  - Please wear a Face Covering
  - Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy
This is not meant to represent any University-wide elevator policy. For example purposes only.

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

ONLY ONE OCCUPANT IN THE ELEVATOR AT A TIME

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

BTW-EG-6A
One Occupant
Size: 24”x28”
FLOOR DECALS

BTW-FD-7A
Maintain
Size: 36"x24"

BTW-FD-7B
Safety Measures
Size: 24"x24"

BTW-FD-7C
One Way Left
Size: 24"x11"

BTW-FD-7D
One Way Right
Size: 24"x11"

BTW-FD-7E
Please Stand Here
Size: 20"x24.5"

BTW-FD-7F
Please Wait Here
Size: 24"x24"

BTW-FD-7G
Please Wait Here
Size: 24"x24"

BTW-FD-7H
One Way Right
Size: 24"x11"

BTW-FD-7I
One Way Left
Size: 24"x11"
ROOM, DOOR & ELEVATOR GRAPHICS

This is not meant to represent any University-wide elevator policy. For example purposes only.

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

ONE OCCUPANT ONLY

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

BTW-RDE-8A
Only One
Size: 16”x18”

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

ROOM CLOSED

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

BTW-RDE-8F
Room Closed
Size: 16”x18”

Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

PLEASE PRACTICE SOCIAL DISTANCING

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

BTW-RDE-8G
Please Practice
Size: 16”x18”

This is not meant to represent any University-wide elevator policy. For example purposes only.
Let’s Keep Harvard Healthy

Please Wash Your Hands for 20 Seconds with Soap & Water

www.harvard.edu/coronavirus

Please remember to wash hands for 20 seconds with soap and water
PROTECTION BARRIER

BTW-PB-19A
Protection Barrier w/Return
Shield Size: 46”x42”
Return: 24”

BTW-PB-19B
Protection Barrier w/Return
Shield Size: 46”x42”
Return: 12”

BTW-PB-19C
Protection Barrier w/Return
Shield Size: 36”x42”
Return: 24”

BTW-PB-19D
Protection Barrier w/Return
Shield Size: 36”x42”
Return: 12”

Easy Set Up with Interlocking Pieces

2 Widths Available
46” & 36”

2 Depths Available
24” & 12”

42”

4” Opening

PROTECTION BARRIER
101 Billerica Avenue    Building 6    N.Billerica, MA 01862     www.dgicommunications.com
WORKSTATION DIVIDERS

BTW-WD-17A
Safety Shield w/Feet - 47in
Shield Size: 47"x31"
Feet Size: 11.5"x4"

BTW-WD-17B
Safety Shield w/Feet - 32in
Shield Size: 32"x31"
Feet Size: 11.5"x4"

BTW-WD-17C
Safety Shield w/Feet - 23in
Shield Size: 23"x31"
Feet Size: 11.5"x4"

1.5" Opening
CASHIER AND RECEPTION DESK

BARRIERS

BTW-CB-21A
Full Coverage Barrier
Size: 47” x 36”
Single Panel

BTW-CB-21B
Full Coverage Barrier
Size: 31” x 36”
Single Panel

BTW-CB-21C
Transactional Barrier
Size: 47” x 36”
Opening: 6”
Single Panel

BTW-CB-21D
Transactional Barrier
Size: 31” x 36”
Opening: 6”
Single Panel